Superheroes Framed – Self Evaluation

Using **complete sentences** reflect on your effort and finished composition. __________ /10pts

Title of Artwork (be creative😊) ____________________________________________

**Describe** the choices you made in this work of art to incorporate your Artists style into the work of art:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

**Explain**, in detail, how you included all of the criteria. **Give specific** examples. Connect the examples to the criteria.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What grade do you feel you **earned** on this assignment? List at least 3 **specific** reasons **WHY** you feel you earned this grade.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What was the most interesting aspect of your chosen artist? Why do you feel you connected with this artists style?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What could you do to **improve** your final composition? **Explain** why you would do this.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What do you like most about your final composition? **Why** is this your favorite part?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________